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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
tr'ull Marks: 40

Candidates are required to give thei, anrw")s in their own words
as far as practicable.

l. Answer any five questions:

(a) For two matrices .4 and B- if AR : p rr -L^_,, .r , , ^. - 2x5=10

(b) Prove that Anti-Hermitia' 
if AB = 94' show that (AB)" = 4ng''

(c) srate the cayr.y-H,,,rJ;::; fJ_,*" ffiT* 
or zero eigenvarues.

(d) Find a vector parallel to r
(e) Give two examp,", *rr;,:f ,,;;:.:",T,:;l:;:,1,", 

"r#: 1 and rensor orRank 2(0 Obtain the meric tensor .grrl for two_dimensional plane polar coordinates.
(g) Express the components of a cross_product vector i =components of ,iana1. 

ur a cross-product vector e=ixi in terms of 6rjr. and the

(h) Expand the term of Tensor S = emnxm xn,taking (rn, n = 1,2,3)
Answer any nuo queslions:

(a) Let (x'y) denote coordinares in a . ^+^--.-r 
5x2=10

d.noj.;;o;;;'*,-,;""#ljfi,l:;.i:I:lfil[[:H,,11ililXT;:. sysrems ., *a (rt,yl,t

x'=2x-l 3!

Then find the area erement 
y' = -3x + 4y.

(b) If 11 is a Hermitian .u,r* ,to' 
t"t"m which was dxdy in s ftame'

nor. Here p - (t -rnlt, *119;'- rt 
a unit matri\. determine whether p is a unitary marrix or

(c) Prove that there is no dir
transformadon law i, of rh;;#tion 

between contravarianr and covariant vectors if the

Given al the a,s uro a,. *" "o.i.-*] #i^!rrr, = u^.
(d) Given,4l =)eiiutii with gij anti_symm",.i". rr,", ,r,or ,r,u t Bmn = 6mntt 4r.
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3. Answer any lwo questions:

(2)

1Ox2=20

(a) Let us consider a vector space defined by two orthogonal vectort, : (? ) *a a = ( |)
There are two matrices o+ and o- which acts on these vectors obeying the following rules:

o'g=e, 6 e=u, o 
" = g, o-i --0

Find the 2 x 2 n., ltix form of these matrix-operators ot and o- . Find the eigenvalues of a
new matrix oz which is defined as 62 = o+ o- - o- o+ . 6+4

/1 0 3\
(b) Find the eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of the matrix B = [3 1 3)\oo+/

Now use the normalized eigenvectors to construct a unitary matrix and show that this matrix

diagonalises the matrix B. 5+5

(c) How do you define inner product of two tensors? Let A!r!, be a tensor; choose p = t and

q = s and show that Alrfr, is also a tensor. What is its rank? 2+6+2

gij :

(d) In Minkowski space we define .r1 = x,xz = y,x3 = z and xo = ct. This is done so that the

space time interval can be defined as ds2 = ax(, - axl - d*3 - dx!, here c is speed of
1ight. Show that the metric in Minkowski space is


